Advanced Sentence Correction 7 - Answers

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Sophia said, Get out of the rain! →
   Sophia said, “Get out of the rain!”

2. Once the train arrives we will be on are way. →
   Once the train arrives, we will be on our way.

3. Gas in Alaska is the most cheapest gas in all the world. →
   Gas in Alaska is the cheapest in the world.

4. When I turn forty five I would have been a coal miner for twenty two years. →
   When I turn forty five, I will have been a coal miner for twenty two years.

5. Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to land on the moon. →
   Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to land on the moon. (no correction necessary)

6. The cashere gave me two hundred and sixteen dollars sixty two cents. →
   The cashier gave me two hundred sixteen dollars and sixty two cents.